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Who are Datacamp

Why is this serverless

You’re already doing it

Building a business on serverless

Security detour

Application



What does DataCamp do?

❏ Online learning platform

❏ Multiple languages/tools

❏ Learn by doing
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Hello OSAD
Hello OSAD



Inconspicuous serverless



Inconspicuous Serverless



Building a business on severless



Building a business on serverless

We’ve all done ‘dockerising’

How about a whole business 

model based on serverless tech
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A world without containers?



A world without containers

❏ Virtualization

❏ Emulation

❏ Unparsed code

❏ Multiple-choice ??



The downsides



The downsides

❏ Security…

❏ Code execution within our environment

❏ Docker as a sandbox



Testing



AWS Vulnerabilities

Extracting Amazon keys



AWS Vulnerabilities

Extracting Amazon keys
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❏ Hosts rarely last 2 days
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Mitigations

❏ Lifecycle management

❏ Limited execution time

❏ Containers rarely last more than an hour

❏ Hosts rarely last 2 days

❏ Environment isolation

❏ Resource restrictions

❏ Container lockdown

❏ Access restrictions

❏ Monitoring!



Monitoring!



Accepting risk

❏ Have we eliminated all chances of data extraction

❏ Have we limited the data that could be gained

❏ User able to pivot attack externally

❏ Make it harder than cloud provider
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Why would I ever do this?!

❏ Generally:

❏ You probably wouldn’t...

❏ But knowing why not and what’s going on is useful

❏ Knowledge of exploit vectors

❏ Secure development lifecycles





Why would I ever do this?!

❏ Serverless isn’t always serverless

❏ Concept of simple, runnable code

❏ Enterprise constraints

❏ On-prem

❏ Integration with existing tooling



Thank You


